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166 Basic Health Care Coverage. Initiative Statute. 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
BASIC HEALTH CARE COVERAGE. 
INITIATIVE STA TL"TE. 
• Requires employers to provide basic health care coverage for employees working specified hours, and 
their dependents. as permitted by federal law. 
• Provides phase-in period. 
• Employee contributions shall not exceed 2% of wages: eliminates duplicate coverage; specifies type of 
health care benefits, including prescription services. 
• Subjects health carriers to enforcement powers of Insurance Commissioner or Commissioner of 
Corporations and prohibits exclusion based upon prior disease. disorder, or condition. 
• Establishes Health Care Coverage Commission and panels for Medical Policy, Cost Containment, and 
Technology. 
• Provides employer tax credits. 
• Makes appropriations for commission support. 
Summary of Legislative Analyst's 
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact: 
• Potential state general tax revenue losses of tens to hundreds of millions of dollars annually, in the 
short term. The longer-term impact on general tax revenues is unknown. 
• State revenue losses of hundreds of millions of dollars annually from expanded use of the small business 
health care tax credit. 
• State savings in the range of 8250 million annually to the Medi-Cal Program. 
• County sa\'ings of potentially more than 8100 million annually. 
• l\et fiscal impact of the measure is unknown. 
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Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
Background 
A majority of Californians under age 65 receive health 
insurance through their employer or the employer of a 
family member. (The federal ~edicare Program covers 
most Californians age 65 and over.) Others purchase 
health insurance for themselves, and many low-income 
people receive health care services through the Medi-Cal 
Program or other public programs. However, an 
estimated 6 million people in California (almost 25 
percent of the population under age 65) do not have any 
health insurance or ~edi-Cal coverage. These uninsured 
people receive health care by paying for it themselves, 
seeking charity care from private hospitals and doctors, 
or relying on county hospitals and health programs. 
Roughly 5 million of the 6 million uninsured people are 
either employed or the family members of employed 
workers. Of these 5 million, almost 4 million are full-time 
employees and their families. 
Typically, uninsured employees work in lower-paying 
jobs. They are concentrated in businesses such as 
agriculture, construction, personal services, retail trade, 
and repair services. Almost half of uninsured employees 
work in firms with fewer than 25 employees. Generally, 
the rates that small businesses must pay for health 
insurance are much higher than the rates large 
businesses pay. 
Proposal 
Employer-Mandated Health Insurance 
This measure requires all employers to provide health 
insurance to employees and their families if the 
employees work at least 17.5 hours a week or 70 hours a 
month, for at least 60 days a year. The measure also 
requires employees to participate in the program unless 
they have some other source of private health insurance. 
To take effect, the state would need a statutory 
exemption from the federal Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974. The ERISA 
prohibits states from requiring employers to provide 
health insurance. It is not known whether the state could 
get an exemption from the ERISA. The following 
discussion assumes the state would get such an 
exemption. 
Employer Phase-In. The measure phases in the 
health insurance requirement for employers (based on 
the number of employees) over four years, beginning 
with employers with 25 or more employees (effective 
January 1, 1994), and eventually covering all employers 
(effective January 1, 1997). The measure also allows for 
roughly two-year delays in the phase-in for (1) 
employers with fewer than 25 employees "if the state's 
economic condition would place an undue hardship" on 
them, and (2) new employers. 
Payment of Insurance Premiums and Other 
Costs. The measure requires employers to pay at least 
75 percent of the insurance premium (of the lowest cost 
plan available) for each employee and his or her family. 
Employees are required to pay the remainder of the 
premium cost, except that the employee's contribution 
may not exceed 2 percent of his ot' her wages. The 
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practical effect of this exception is that employers would 
pay for considerably more than 75 percent of the 
premium cost for lower-wage employees. In addition to a 
share of the premium cost, the measure also allows 
insurance plans to require employees to pay a share of 
costs (that is, "copayments" and "deductibles") for the 
health care services they or their families receive. 
To show the effects of these payments, we estimate 
that a family of four earning $25,000 annually could pay 
in the range of $500 to $1,500 a year in premiums and 
share of costs. The employer in this case could pay in the 
range of $3,000 to $4,000 a year in premiums for such a 
family. 
Basic Benefit Package. The measure defines the 
basic benefits that health insurers must offer, including 
(1) hospital care for at least 45 days, (2) medical and 
surgical services outside the hospital, (3) complete 
pregnancy care, (4) emergency and necessary follow-up 
care, (5) routine child health care and vaccinations, (6) 
limited mental health services, and (7) prescription 
drugs. The measure provides that changes to the scope of 
benefits would require a four-fifths vote by the 
Legislature. 
Combined Health Care Coverage. Currently, 
employers must purchase separate insurance policies for 
health insurance and workers' compensation. The 
workers' compensation policy includes a health care 
component. This measure allows employers to purchase 
one insurance policy to cover employee health insurance 
and the health care portion of workers' compensation. 
However, it does not change the other regulations or 
requirements for workers' compensation. 
Health Insurance Provisions 
This measure makes several changes to current law 
with respect to health insurers. 
Insurers llfust Offer Coverage. The measure requires 
health insurers to offer the basic benefit package to all 
employers with 100 or less employees. This requirement 
would not apply if the insurer "reasonably antiCipates" 
that it will not have the capacity to serve new members. 
Additionally, the measure prohibits insurers from 
excluding, or limiting the insurance coverage of, any 
person on the basis of an illness or medical problem he or 
she had at the time of applying for insurance. It also 
requires insurers to renew insurance for all eligible 
employees and their families, except under very limited 
circumstances (such as fraud). 
Changes to Premium Rate Setting. The measure 
changes the way in which insurers can set the rates for 
health insurance premiums. Currently, insurers can 
charge different rates to different employers in the same 
geographic region, based on various factors (such as type 
of business). This measure requires insurers to charge 
the same premium rates (per employee) to employers 
within the same geographic region. except that the 
premium rates (per employee) for employers with 100 
or less employees may be up to 30 percent higher than 
the rates for employers with over 100 employees. 
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Program Administration 
The measure sets up a Health Care Coverage 
Commission and three technical review panels (Medical 
Policy, Cost Containment, and Technology). Among 
other things, the commission is to (1) monitor the 
measure's o"Verall effects on health care costs and access, 
(2) arrange for regional small-employer health insurance 
purchasing pools, (3) provide employers with the 
comparative costs of insurance plans offering the basic 
benefit package, and (4) make recommendations to the 
Legislature on changing or expanding the measure. In 
addition, the three technical review panels would have a 
number of duties, including making recommendations to 
the commission on various topics (such as cost 
containment measures). 
Fiscal Effect 
The various fiscal effects of this measure on the state 
and local governments are complex and highly 
uncertain. As a result, they are difficult to predict, 
especially over time. We estimate, however, that the 
measure would have three main fiscal effects: (1 ') 
potential short-term state revenue losses in the tens or 
even hundreds of millions of dollars, and unknown 
longer-term effects (due to impacts on the state 
economy); (2) state revenue losses in the hundreds of 
millions of dollars annually (due to expanded use of a 
state tax credit); and (3) state and local expenditure 
savings in the hundreds of millions of dollars annually 
(due to reduced use of public health programs). The net 
fiscal impact of the measure is unknown. 
The more significant governmental costs and savings 
that would result from this measure are summarized 
below. 
Effects on State General Fund Revenues 
General Economic Effects. The measure could have 
Significant effects on the level of economic activity in the 
state. These effects wou1d have unknown net impacts on 
state General Fund revenues, depending on how 
businesses respond to the measure's health insurance 
requirements. 
On the one hand, the measure's provisions would 
change the business practices of those employers 
(generally smaller companies) that do not now provide 
health insurance. In some cases, these employers would 
minimize the effects of the measure by (1) reducing the 
number of hours employees work (to under 17.5 hours a 
week), while perhaps increasing the number of 
employees, or (2) lowering wages to offset their costs for 
providing health insurance. In other cases, these 
employers would respond to the measure by: 
• Reducing the existing number of employees, 
especially in low-wage jobs. 
• Passing the increased costs on to consumers by 
raising the prices of their products. 
• Choosing not to hire additional employees. 
• Moving their business out of state. 
These responses would result in a lower level of 
employment and economic activity in the state, and 
lower General Fund revenues. 
On the other hand, most California employees are now 
covered by health insurance. Their employers (generally 
larger companies) would experience savings to the 
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extent (11 they choose to shift their health insurance to 
the basic plan required by this measure (assuming 
premiums of the basic plan are lower), (2) the 
combination of health and workers' compensation 
insurance results in a reduced cost of overall premiums, 
and (3) the measure's other provisions (such as 
potentially greater employee cost sharing and potential 
cost containment proposals) are successful in reducing 
health care costs. In addition, there could be savings to 
employers to the extent there is less need for charity 
care, since more people would be insured. This is 
because the cost of this care is reflected in part in the 
insurance rates paid by employers. These types of savings 
would have positive effects on economic activity, and 
result in higher General Fund revenues. 
The net impact of these various effects on General 
Fund revenues is unknown. At least in the short run, it 
probably would be negative. As a result, there could be 
losses of General Fund revenues of tens or even 
hundreds of millions of dollars in the first few years. 
After several vears. the net effect of this measure on 
levels of econo~c activity and General Fund revenues is 
highly uncertain, and would depend largely on decisions 
made by employers and the measure's impact on overall 
health care costs. 
Small Business Health Care Tax Credit. Under 
existing law, employers with 25 or less employees that 
provide health insurance to their employees are 
eligible-,beginning January 1, 1993-for a tax credit of 
up to 25 percent of their costs. By requiring small 
businesses to provide health insurance, the measure 
would result in many more businesses qualifying for the 
tax credit. Thus, the measure would result in annual 
revenue losses to the state General Fund of at least $100 
million initially and several hundred million dollars once 
the measure is fully implemented. 
Publicly Funded Health Programs 
Savings to the Medi-Cal Program. There are 
currently many people on Medi-Cal who are employed 
and therefore would qualify for health insurance under 
this measure. By shifting the costs of providing health 
insurance for these people to employers, there would be 
savings to the Medi-Cal Program. These savings could be 
in the range of $500 million ($250 million General Fund, 
$250 million federal funds) annually. These savings could 
be offset to some extent, at least in the short term, by any 
net decreases in employment (due to the measure's 
impact on economic activity) among people who might 
then qualify for Medi-Cal coverage. 
Savings to County Health Programs. Counties are 
the "provider of last resort" for people who lack health 
insurance and require health services. It is not known 
how many people now relying on county health services 
are employed and would qualify for health insurance 
under this measure. However, the measure is likely to 
result in savings to counties, potentially more than one 
hundred million dollars annually, as these costs would be 
shifted to employers. These county savings could be 
partially offset by costs, at least in the short term, to the 
extent the measure results in lower levels of employment 
in the state and unemployed people seek county health 
services. 
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Other Fiscal Effects 
The measure also could have the following effects on 
state and local governments. 
Other State Revenue Impacts. Employers may 
'educt expenses for health insurance from income in 
Jetermining their state taxes. In addition, the state 
charges a tax on premiums for health insurance sold in 
California by for-profit companies. The net effect of the 
measure on the level of deductions and premium taxes 
collected-and the impact on General Fund 
revenues-is unknown. 
Savings to Other Publicly Funded Health 
Programs. The measure would also result in savings to 
certain other publicly funded health programs (such as 
Access for Infants and ~others, the :\1ajor Risk :\1edical 
Insurance Program, and California Children's Services). 
These .state and local savings are unknown, but could be 
more than $25 million annually. 
Public Employer Benefit Costs. The state and local 
governments would incur costs to provide health 
insurance to seasonal, temporary, and other employees 
not now covered. These costs could be more than $20 
million (General Fund) annually for the state and an 
unknown amount for local governments. These public 
employers also could achieve savings to the extent the 
measure is successful in reducing health care costs. The 
net impact on state and local government benefit costs is 
unknown. 
Program Administration Costs. The measure 
appropriates $3 million annually from the Cigarette and 
Tobacco Products Surtax Fund for support of the Health 
Care Coverage Commission and the three technical 
review panels. 
For text of Proposition 166 see page 79 
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166 Basic Health Care Coverage. Initiative Statute. 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 166 
"MAJOR CRISES REQUIRE MlJL TIPLE abusive health insurance company practices. When 
SOLlJTIONS AND I THINK ABC (Affordable Basic Propo~ition 166 is law, health insurance companies will 
Care Initiative of 1992) HAS ACCOMPLISHED no longer be allowed to insure only the healthy and avoid 
THAT IN A ~O~-DISCRIMINATORY FASHIO:\'. the sick. If you already have a medical condition you will 
. . . (A B C I IS PRO B A B L Y THE 0 N L Y be able to get health insurance and your policy will not 
REASONABLE AND ACCEPTABLE PLAN FOR be cancelled if vou become ill. This is wh\' the main 
CALIFORNIA." opponents to p'roposition 16'6 are health'insurance 
C. EVERETI KOOP, M.D. 
California's health care svstem is in a state of crisis. 
Over 6 million of our citizens do not have health 
insurance. Californians that do have health coverage live 
in fear that it will not be there when it is needed. Fear 
that a policy will be cancelled if you have a heart attack 
or discover a lump in your breast. Fear that your 
employer will stop offering health insurance because it is 
too expensi\·e. And fear that your children and 
grandchildren will not have basic preventive health care 
such as immunizations and prenatal care because of 
costs. 
The special interest groups and the policymakers in 
Sacramento and Washington D.C. have debated health 
care reform for over 20 vears and, without action the 
debate could continue another 20 vears. Talk and debate 
will not solve this crisis-action will. And that is why the 
California Medical Association placed Proposition 166 on 
the ballot. 
Proposition 166-the Affordable Basic Care (ABC) 
Initiative of 1992 will reform California's health care 
system. First and foremost ABC will crackdown on 
companies. 
Proposition 166 will also impose cost containment on 
all health care providers, including doctors and hospitals. 
The cost containment provisions in Proposition 166 will 
subject doctors and hospitals to reviews of fees and 
practices to ensure that their methods are cost effective 
and of high quality. Proposition 166 will also prohibit 
excessive doctor and hospital fees. 
Under Proposition 166, working Californians and their 
children will get health insurance coverage from their 
employers. If you already have coverage from your 
employer-ABC ~ill guarantee that you will keep it. 
California deserves more than a lot of talk and 
promises. We need action! Every day we wait-more 
Californians become uninsured, more children go 
without measles shots and more babies are born without 
prenatal care. VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 166!Give 
California a healthy and secure future. 
RICHARD F. CORLIN, M.D. 
President 
California Medical Association 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 166 
A proposition written by the doctors' lobby enriches 
doctors but hurts just about everyone else. That's why 
only doctors signed the ballot argument for Proposition 
166. Seniors, consumers, labor, and nurses say NO. 
• Hurts the Economy: California cannot afford health 
care without cost control. Workers, small businesses 
and families will pay the price. People who lose their 
jobs will get no health coverage. 
• Hurts the Employed: Employers will cut hours 
below 17.5 hours a week and split full-time jobs to 
avoid this law. Because there's no cost control, they 
will cut other benefits and reduce wages. 
• Blocks Real Health Care Reform: The proponents 
claim that studies, analyses and recommendations 
are cost control. They are not. Real health care 
reform would cap doctors' fees, prescription and 
hospital costs. Real reform would stop the 
proliferation of expensive, needless technology and 
end the red tape that eats up 23 cents of every 
health care dollar. Instead, the doctors block real 
reform by requiring a nearly impossible % vote of 
the legislature to change their so-called cost control. 
• Reduces Coverage: Proposition 166 offers less health 
coverage than what most people have now. It 
wouldn't see a family through one serious illness. 
• Inadequate Benefits Package Locked In: Improving 
the coverage in Proposition 166 requires an unlikely 
% vote of the legislature. 
• Not One Person Gets Coverage: Under federal law, 
states cannot require employers to provide health 
insurance. Without an Act of Congress, no one will 
get coverage from Proposition 166. 
REJECT THIS FL>\ WED PLAN. 
HARRY M. SNYDER 
Director, West Coast Regional Office Consumers Union.. 
not-for-profit publisher of Consumer Reports Magazine 
CHARLES CARBONARO 
Chair, American Association of Retired Persons 
California State Legislative Committee 
JOHN F. HENNING 
Executive Secretary-Treasurer 
California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO 
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Basic Health Care Coverage. Initiative Statute. 166 
Argument Against Proposition 166 
Proposition 166 isn't real health care reform. It won't 
control spiralling health care costs, and it won't ensure 
that all Californians have access to affordable care. 
That's whv senior citizens, consumers, nurses, 
taxpayers, labor, business, agriculture and other health 
care providers all OPPOSE PROPOSITION 166. 
NO REAL HEALTH CARE REFORM 
Labor unions and employee groups oppose Proposition 
166 because it won't ensure access to affordable health 
care for all Californians. Many part-time workers, the 
poor and those without jobs will be left without coverage. 
HIGHER DEDUCTIBLES AND CO-PAYMENTS 
What's more, working Californians may find their 
health benefits reduced while they pay higher 
deductibles and co-payments. 
LOST JOBS 
Businesses oppose Proposition 166 because, in some 
cases, their employee costs will increase. In fact, if it 
passes, as many as 375,000 jobs could be eliminated or cut 
to part time. 
SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE OR 
MOVE OUT-OF-STATE 
Proposition 166 could cost California's small businesses 
billions per year, forcing many to close, relocate outside 
California or to dramatically cut the number of hours 
e1l1ployees work. Proposition 166 has no real cost 
containment, it simply requires businesses and 
employees to pay the ever-rising cost of health care, at 
the expense of jobs. 
FOUR NEW GOVERNMENT BUREAUCRACIES 
~urses and other health care providers oppose 
Proposition 166 because it isn't real health care reform. 
Instead of controlling costs, Proposition 166 authorizes 
four new state bureaucracies influenced by physicians. 
Under this proposition, a measure written by and for 
physicians, the fox will be left guarding the chicken coop. 
The millions of dollars per year for these new 
government bureaucracies will come from money that 
now goes to health programs funded by the tobacco tax. 
BILLIONS PER YEAR PRICE TAG 
Taxpayer organizations oppose Proposition 166 
because it may cost California taxpayers billions. That's 
on top of the budget deficit of $14 billion last year and 
$11 billion this year. The only way to pay for Proposition 
166's huge price tag is through major income, sales or 
other tax increases or drastic cuts in education and other 
important programs. 
NO MEANINGFUL COST CONTROL 
Proposition 166 won't control spiralling health care 
costs. It doesn't stop physicians from referring patients to 
specialty clinics they own, It doesn't stop the practice of 
billing grossly inflated prices for aspirin or other simple 
services. It doesn't stop $75 charges for short office visits. 
"GET-EVEN-RICHER" SCHEME FOR PHYSICIANS 
Proposition 166 isn't about being uninsured or paying 
too much for health care. It's about a "get-even-richer" 
scheme for physicians. Instead of real reform, Proposition 
166 may give many physicians thousands of dollars each 
per year on top of their already high salaries. It takes 
money away from those who can least afford it and gives 
it to physicians who paid to put this self-serving measure 
on the ballot. 
JOIN US IN VOTING NO ON PROPOSITION 166. 
MARY E. FOLEY, RN 
President, California Nurses Association 
MARTYN B. HOPPER 
State Director, National Federation 0/ 
Independent BwinesslCali/omia 
LEWIS K. UHLER 
President, The National Tax-Limitation Committee 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 166 
Fourteen years ago I was diagnosed and treated for 
Hodgkin's disease. I recovered, but that twist of fate left 
me forever in jeopardy of not having health insurance. 
My attempts to get health insurance coverage on my 
own for myself and my child were all rejected because of 
my illness. I am tired of the "red-tape" and the hassles. 
This is not right. 
Proposition 166 would prohibit insurance companies 
from excluding people because they are sick or they 
might become sick. Insurance companies would no 
. uger be able to cancel your health insurance policy if 
)u become ill. And Proposition 166 would also require 
health insurance companies to charge everyone in the 
area a similar amount. This is why the main opponents to 
Proposition 166 are insurance companies. 
The insurance companies that are opposed to 
Proposition 166 are using our premiums to hire slick 
political consultants to fight Proposition 166. Maybe 
insurance companies should spend more money paying 
for the illnesses of their policyholders and less money on 
political campaigns to fight good proposals such as 
Proposition 166. 
What is the point of health insurance-if it is not there 
when you need it? Guarantee that insurance companies 
won't be able to deny you insurance or cancel your 
insurance policy. VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 166! 
MARY ANN VALENTINE 
Working Mother 




need. as determined by the county welfare department, of at least 20 hours per 
week of the services soecified in subdivision Ie), shall be eligible to receive 
services under this article, the total cost of which does not exceed one thousand 
two hundred three dollars ($1,203) per month; ~ 88jtlstffteHts reHeetiHi!; 
eesElellti ;'L ~ ltlBse'ttleHt te ~ t; ~ M aetel'lfliftea tIftt!ep ~ 
~ '16 HIe ftto,f !tte!t 8ajtlStPHeHt eeee- efteeti.o;e ftttr h ~ 
itt tfte PHll!liPHtiPH ~~ tIfttiep tflH seefttwt!tltea Hef ee eeHstrtlea te 
HteIIft 8t1tePHllae  itt tfte ~~ tIfttiep ~!lI'fide. 
(b i An individual who is eligible for services subject to the maximum amount 
specified in subdivision (a) and who is capable of handling his or her own 
financial and legal affairs shall be given the option of hiring and paying his or her 
own provider of in-home supportive services. For this purpose the individual shall 
be entitled to receive a monthly cash payment in advance not to exceed the 
maximum amount specified in subdivision I ai, which is in addition to his or her 
grant, if any. An individual who is not capable of handling his or her own financial 
and legal affairs shall be entitled to receive the cash payment through his or her 
guardian, conservator, or protective payee. 
1 c) In no event shall the maximum total cost for services and advance cash 
payment for one individual recipient under subdivisions la) and Ibl exceed the 
maximum of one thousand two hundred three dollars IS1,203) per month, as 
adjusted pursuant to subdivision (a). 
(d) The county welfare department shall inform in writing any individual who 
is potentially eligible for services under this section of his or her right to the 
services. 
(e I For purposes of this section, a recipient who is eligible for services subject 
to the maximum amount specified in subdivision (a) is one who requires in·home 
supportive care of at least 20 hours per week to carry out any or all of the 
follOwing: 
(1) Routine bodily functions, such as bowel and bladder care and respiration 
assistance. 
(2) Dressing, oral hygiene, and grooming. 
(3) Preparation and consumption of food and meal cleanup for individuals 
who require assistance with the preparation and consumption of food. 
14) Moving into and out of bed, other assistance in transferring, turning in bed, 
and other repositioning. 
15) Bathing, routine bed baths, and washing. 
(6) Ambulation and care and assistance with prostheses. 
(7) Rubbing of skin to promote circulation. 
(8) Paramedical services. 
19) Any other function of daily living as determined by the director. 
This determination of need shall be supported by a medical report when 
requested and shall be prepared at the expense of the State Department of Social 
Services. 
if) This section shall become 0rerative July 1, 1992. 
SECTION 19. Section 17000 0 the Welfare and Institutions Code is amended. 
to read: 
liOOO. (a) Every county and every city and county shall relieve and support 
all incompetent. poor, indigent persons. and those incapacitated by age, disease. 
or accident, lawfully resident therein, when such persons are not supported and 
relieved by their relatives or friends, by their own means, or by state hospitals or 
other state or private institutions. 
(bi :Votwithstanding Section f(X)()() and subdivision (a), the level for general 
assistance grants or in-kind aid, if any, provided by a county or city and county 
for the relief and support of incompetent, poor, indigent persons. and those 
incapacitated by age, disease, or accident shall be set by the Board of SupervIsors 
in its sale discretion, taking into consideration the availability of county or city 
and county funds for such aid and the projected coseload, and shall not exceed 
the grant available to the same size family unit receiving aid pursuant to Chapter 
2 (commencin'! with Section 11200) of Part J. 
The level oJ general assistance grants or in-kind aid. if any, adopted by the 
Board of Supervisors pursuant to this subdivision shall constitute a sufficient 
standara of aid for purposes of Section 17001. 
SECTION 20. Section 17000.5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is 
repealed. 
~ '\1lt ~ gettM e+ stll'ep;iSer3 Hi ~ ~ -,. !lEie!'f Il ~ 
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SECTION 21. Section 17020 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is amended. 
to read: 
17020. Any person who is eligible for aid under Chapter 2 (commencing with 
Section 112(0) of Part 3 shall not be eligible for monthly payments prOVided 
pursuant to this part. it ffte PHll!liftltIIl\ ~~ e3ftlBlisllea ~ It ~ 
~ te Seefteft ~ e!Ieeefi8 tfte  Ie¥el estllBiislles te 
3t1BEii; isieH -+IlT e+ Seefteft Ho1!iQ, 
SECTION 22. If any provision of this measure or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstances is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other 
provisions or applications of the measure which can be given effect without the 
in valid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this measure are 
severable. 
SECTION 23. The Health and Welfare Agency shall obtain any approvals 
from the United States Department of Health and Human Services necessary to 
implement the provisions of this measure so as to ensure the continued 
compliance of the state plan for Title IV, Title XVI and Title XIX of the Social 
Security Act. 
If any of the provisiOns of this.measure are found to be out of conformity with 
the requirements of federal law, the provisions shall be implemented to the 
maximum extent permitted by federal law. 
SECTION 24. The Legislature may amend this act, by statute passed in each 
house of the Legislature by rollcall vote entered in the journal, if the statute is 
consistent with the purposes of this act. 
Proposition 166: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure amends and adds sections to the Labor Code. and adds 
sections to the Revenue and Taxation Code; therefore, new provisions proposed 
to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
AFFORDABLE BASIC HEALTH CARE INITIATIVE OF 1992 
Section 1. This measure shall be known and mav be cited as the Affordable 
Basic Health Care Initiative of 1992. . 
Section 2. It is the intent of this measure to ensure that all Californian's have 
access to affordable medicallv necessarY health care by the vear 2000. 
Section 3. The people fuid and deClare as follows: ., 
(al Over 6,000,000 people in California have no health care coyerage: 
Approximately two-thirds of these people are employed or are depenaents at 
employed persons. Most of these people are working at jobs where health care 
coverage is not provided and at wages which make it impracticable for them to 
purchase private health care coverage. 
(b) State and local governments have prOvided, and must continue to provide, 
a health care system to serve indigent and low-income persons. It is the intent of 
the people that the public safety net institutions shall have sufficient revenue to 
remain economically viable and to provide care that is fully equal to community 
standards. However, because of public revenue constraints at both the state and 
local level, the ability of that system to meet California's need to make health care 
accessible to its uninsured is wholly inadequate. 
(c) The lack of health care coverage for large numbers of Californians is 
causing the follOwing very serious problems: 
( 1) Decreasing access to inpatient care, prenatal care. and outpatient C3.l'e for 
the uninsured. and decreasing availability of emergency and trauma care for all 
Californians. 
12) :\ greater incidence of marginal to poor health, restricted activity days. 
birth defects and lifelong disabIlities, uncontrolled diabetes and hypertension . .rnd 
untreated chronic conditions. 
13\ Increasingiy severe financial problems among those health care providers 
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who continue to care for persons without health coverage, potentially resulting in 
the closing of emergency departments, trauma centers and hospitals, and the 
reduction in the availability of health care profeSSionals so as to substantiallv 
worsen the quality of health care available to the citizens of this state. 
( 4) Steadily increasing health care costs and health insurance premiums for 
the decreasing number of consumers who pay full charges for health services. 
(d) The only practical way of making affordable, quality health care available 
to everyone in California is to maximize the availability of employer-sponsored 
health care coverage, strengthen the public safety net, and ensure that all parties 
assume responsibility for containing health care costs, including health care 
providers, insurers and health care plans, consumers, employers, and 
government. This will permit the provision of health care through a pluralistic. 
market-oriented health care system, strengthened by balanced incentives. roies 
and responsibilities among payers, providers, patients and government. 
(e \ The health delivery system in the State of California is on the verge of 
collapse as a result of the high demand for health care services, the lack oi 
affordable health care coverage, and the increasing burden of uncompensated 
and undercompensated care. The remedy provided by this act is the onlv 
adequate and reasonable remedy within the limits of what the foregOing public 
health safety considerations permit now and into the foreseeable future. 
Section 4. Chapter 0.5 (commencing with Section 21(0) is added to Part 9 of 
Division 2 of the Labor Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 0.5. AFFORDABLE BASIC HEAL17I CARE ACT OF 1992 
Article 1. Title 
2100. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Affordable Basic 
Health Care Act of 1992. 
.4 rticle 2. Definitions 
2101. Unless the context requires otherwise, the definitions set forth in this 
11 rticle shall'?overn the construction and meaning of the terms and phrases used 
in this chapter. 
;:102. "Basic health care covera,?e" means a health plan that provides basic 
health care services meetin,? the standards set forth in this chapter. 
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2103. "Carrier" means an!! insurer. health care serVIce plan. selfJunded 
emplouer-sponsored plan. multipie empiouer trost. multiple empiouer welfare 
arrangement as defined by federal lou: (29 V.S.c. Section 100214011.1 1 I. 
Tafl-Hartle!! Trost as defined by federal lou' 142 es.c Section 186). or olher 
en tit!! which u·ntes. isrues, administers. provides or pays for health care sen;Ices 
in this state. 
2104. "CatastrophIC health ca7T' coverage " means a health plan that provides 
coverage for catastrophIC health care erpenses as defined by the commission. 
2105. "CommissiOTl" means the Health Core Coverage Commission. 
2106. "Community rate" means the premium determined for basic health care 
coverage in each geographic region on a per person or per family basis and may 
vary with the number of persons in a family, but tlie premium must be 
equivalent for all individuals and for all families of similar composifion. 
regardless of the sex. occupation or other factor which has or might affect the cost 
expenence of an enrollee. other than age. 
2107 "Cost-sharing" means any deductible. copayment. coinsurance. or any 
other mechanism other than a premium payment whereby an employee pays for 
a portion of the cost of health services provided to the employee or the emplo!!ees 
dependent. 
2108. "Dependent" means the spouse. child or adopted child up to age 22. and 
pennanently disabled child of the covered employee. 
2109. "Emplo!!ee" means any person who works at least 175 hours per week or 
70 hours per month for any single employer in a bona fide employer-employee 
relationship. more than 60 days in any calendar year. "Employee" shall not 
include an independent contractor. or any registered student in a postsecondary 
educotional institutIOn working for that institution and who is covered under 
institutionally sponsored student health services. 
2110. "Employer" means any person. partnership. corporation. association. 
joint venture or public or private entity employing for wages or salary 25 or more 
employees at anyone time to work in this state. Effective January 1, 1995, 
"employer" means any person. partnership, corporation. association, joint venture 
or public or private entity employing for wages or salary 10 or more employees at 
anyone time to work in this state. Effective January 1, 1996, "employer" means 
any person. partnership. corporation. association, joint venture or public or 
private entitu employing for wages or salary five or more employees at anyone 
time to work in this state. Effective January 1. 1997. "employer" means any 
person. partnership. corporation. association. joint venture or public or private 
entity emplo!!ing for wages or salary one or more employees at an!! one time to 
work in this state. 
2111. "Enrollee" means each individual with at least basic health care 
coveralle. • 
2112. "Health insurer" means any insurer or health care service plan 
authorized to provide or pay for health core services in this state and regulated by 
the Department of Corporations or the Department of Insurance. 
2113. "Health plan" means a program providing health care services directly 
or through insurance. reimbursement or otherwise. 
2114. "Pool" means a regional small employer health benefits purchasing 
pool as set forth in Section 2183. 
2115. {'Practice parameter" means a strategy for patient management 
developed to assist physicians in clinical decision making, and includes 
standards, guidelines and other patient management strategies. Only practice 
parameters which have been developed in conformance with the "Atiributes to 
Guide the Development of Practice Parameters" published by the American 
Medical Association/Specialty Society Practice Parameters Partnership may be 
approved by the commission pursuant to subdivision (I') of Section 2181. 
2116. "Premium" means the monthly per enrollee amount which the carrier 
charges for providing basic health care coverage, or, for self-insured plans, the 
monthlY per enroilee amount which the commission determines to be the 
actuariDlly sound cost of the basic health care coverage, or for carriers providing 
partial insurance to self-insured plans, the total of the monthly per enrollee 
amount which the carrier charges for providing baSic health care coverage and 
the monthly per enrollee amount which the commission determines to be the 
actuariaily sound cost of the self-insured portion of the basic health care 
coverage. 
2117. "Supplemental policy" means health care coverage for services not 
included in the basic health care coverage as provided by Article 4 (commencing 
with Section 2130). 
2118. "Wages" means all remuneration for services from whatever source, 
including commissions, bonuses, and tips and gratuities paid directly to any 
individual by his or her employer or a customer. 
Article 3. Employee Health Care Caverage 
2120. Effective January 1, 1994, every employer shall provide basic health care 
coverage to each of that employers employees and their dependents, including all 
of the following: 
(a) Payment of at least 75 perr:ent of the lowest premium for basic health care 
coverage the employer offers for each covered employee and dependent of a 
covered employee. 
(b) Basic health care coverage to every employee and that employee's 
dependents, effective no later than the first day of the calendar month follOwing 
the employees 6O-day anniversary. 
(c) Continuation of payments for health core coverage for any employee who 
is hospitalized or otherwise prevented by sickness or injury from working and 
earning wages, and for whom sick leave benefits are e:rhausted. and for that 
employee's dependents. This obligation shall continue for three calendar mOTlths 
follOwing the month during which the employee become hospitalized or disabled 
from working, or until the month the employee becomes eligible for other public 
or private coverage, whichever occurs first. 
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,d 1 The commIssion ma!! delay the phase-m of employer coverage by no more 
than two years for employers with fewer than 2j employees if the statc s economIc 
condition would place an undue hardship on the state's smiJll emplo!!ers. 
2121. 10 1 No neu; employer shall be required to provide basic health care 
coverage until 27 months after the date the neu' employer first received an 
employer tax identification number from the Employment Development 
Department. The commISsion shall adopt regulations designed to ensure that this 
exemption applies only to bona fide start-up enterprises and not to businesses 
resulting from the sale. reorganization or other alteration of an existing 
enterprise. 
(b) A new employer may waive the exemption set forth in subdivision (oJ by 
submitting a writien waiver on a form prescribed by the Franchise Tax Board. 
2122. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit the right of 
employees to bargain collectively for different health care coverage, if the 
protection provided by the negotiated plan is at least actuariDlly equivalent to the 
protection afforded by this chapter. This chapter shall be applicable with respect 
to any employees who do not receive at least this level of protection or who are 
not covered by the health care provisions of the applicable collective bargaining 
agreements to which their employer is a party. 
2123. An employer shall not be required to provide health care coverage 
pursuant to this arficle with respect to any employee or dependent if the 
employee waives enrollment of the employee or the employee's dependent in 
u'riting pursuant to Section 2126. 
2124. Employers shall deduct from the wages owed to any employee the 
amount sufficient to cover the employee's contribution, if any, to the premium 
required by Section 2125. except that an employee's contribution shall not exceed 
two percent of that employee swages. 
2125. An employee shall pay for any portion of the premium not covered by 
the employee s employer or the commission. 
2126. (a) An employee may not waive basic health care coverage for the 
employee or the employee's dependents except as provided in this section, which 
requires an employee to waive basic health care coverage as necessary to avoid 
duplicate coverage. The employee shall have the right to elect which coverage to 
waive should a waiver be required bu this section. 
rb I .4 n employee that has basic health care coverage for the employee or the 
employee's dependentfsJ or both must waive any duplicate coverage, but only for 
the penod that the employee or the dependent. or both has at least basic health 
co re coverage. 
ICI A dependent minor who is employed (or a parent or guardian on the 
behalf of a dependent minor under 12 years of age) must waive basic health care 
coverage provided by the dependent minors employer, but only if and for the 
period that the dependent minor (or parent or guardian on behalf of the 
dependent minl)r) has at least basic health care coverage. 
rd) In the case of an individual who is an employee with respect to more than 
one employer, the employee shall waive basic health care coverage from all but 
one employer, such that the employee and each dependent has only one basic 
health care coverage. 
il'l An employee who waives health care coverage pursuant to this section 
shall notify his or her employer immediately if the duplicate coverage is 
terminated. and shall enroll in the employer's health care plan effective not later 
than the first day of a calendar month follOwing 30 days from the dote of the 
termination of coverage. 
2127. An employer shall not fail or refuse to hire, and shall not discharge or 
otherwise discriminate against. any individual because the individual has a 
spouse or child or other dependent and the employer would be required by this 
article to provide basic.health care coverage for the spouse or child or other 
dependent. A violation of this section constitutes unkzwjul discrimination within 
the meaning of Section 51 of the Civil Code, and an unfair business practice 
within the meaning of Section 17200 of the Business and Professions Code. 
2128. Any employer who fails to provide basic heafih care covera~e as 
required by this Act shall be liable for twice the health care costs incurred by an 
employee or that employee's dependent during the 
period in which the employer failed to provide coverage, and the employee's 
reasonable atiomey 's fees. 
Article 4. Basic Health Care Benefits 
2130. Basic health care coverage provided in accordance with this chapter 
shall include the provision of or payment for all of the follOWing in each 
calendar year which are mecfically necessary for the diagnosis, treatment or 
prevention of injury or illness, or to improve the functioning of a malformed 
body member of an enrollee, except as otherwise piovided in this article: 
(a) Hospital inpatient care for a period of at least 45 days in a hospital 
licensed pursuant to subdivision (a) or (b) of Section 1250 of the Health and 
Safety Code, including all of the following: 
(1) Room and board, including private room and special diets when 
prescribed as medically necessary, and general nursing services. 
(2) Hospital services. including use of operating room and related facilities, 
intensive care unit and services, whole 'blood. and blood. derivatives, labor and 
delivery room. anesthesia, radiology, laboratory, and other diagnostic services. 
(3) Drogs and medications administered while an inpatient. 
(4) Dressings, casts, equipment, o:rygen services. and radiation therapy. 
(5) Respiratory and physical therapy following prior authorization. 
(bl Medical and surgical services, wliich shall be provided on an outpatient 
basis when medically appropriate, including all of the following: 
(1) Surgical services. 
(2) Radiology, nuclear medicine, ultrasound. laboratory. and other diagnostic 
SerL'ices. 
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(31 Dressings, costs and use of castroom, anesthesia and oxygen services when 
medically necessary. 
14) Blood derivatives and their administration, and whole blood when a 
volunteer blood program is not available to the enrollee. 
! 5) Hospital visits, and at least 20 home or office visits. 
(6) Radilltion therapy and chemotherapy of proven benefit. 
Iii Pap smears and mammograms under the periodicity schedules approved 
by the commission. 
(8) Medicol and surgicol consultation. 
(9) Sterilizotion, but not including sex change operations. investigation of or 
treatment for infertility, reversal of sterilization. conception by artificial means, 
or contraceptive supplies and devices. 
(c) Comprehensive maternity and perinatal core. 
( d) Emergency and necessary followup core, including emergency ambulance 
transportation. 
(e) Long-term core benefits including home core, skilled nursing care, respite. 
and hospice care. to the extent the carrier determines they are less costly 
alternatives to covered inpatient core. 
If) Plastic and reconstructive services limited to the fol/owing: 
(I) To correct a physical functional disorder resulting from a congenital 
disease or anamaly. 
(2) To correct a physicol functional disorder follOwing an injury or incidental 
to surgery covered by the bi.uic health core coverage. 
(3) For reconstructive surgery and associated procedures following a 
mastectomy which resulted from disease, illness. or injury. Internal breast 
prostheses required incidenta{ to the surgery will be provided. 
(g) Child preventive core including periodic routine physical examinations, 
and proven preventive procedures, immunizations. vaccinations. and screenings 
for well children in accordance with the Guidelines for Health Supervision of 
Children and Youth as adopted by the American Academy of Pediatrics in 
September 1987. 
(h) Mental health benefits, including both of the follOwing or their actuarial 
equivalent: 
(I) Inpatient core or acute residentilll core for a period of at least 15 days. 
(2) At least 15 outpatient visits. 
(i) At least 10 outpatient visits for speech, occupational and physical therapy. 
OJ Durable medicol equipment. 
(k) Prescription drugs, limited to drugs approved by the federal Food and 
Drug Administration for approved indications, generic equivalents listed as 
substitutable in the federal Food and Drug Administration publication. 
"Approved Drug Products With Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluation. " and those 
additional nonapproved indications as approved by the Health Care Coverage 
Commission pursuant to Section 2181. 
(/) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as expanding or restricting the 
scope of practice conferred upon any person licensed, certified, or registered 
pursuant to the Business and Professions Code or licensid pursuant to the 
Osteopathic Initilltive Act or the Chiropractic Initilltive Act. 
2131. Basic health core coverage pro!!ided in accordance with this chapter is 
not required to include any of the following: 
(a) A nything which is either of the following: 
(1) Not recognized in accord ulith generally accepted medical sta,ndards as 
being safe and effective for use in the treatment in question. 
(2) Determinid by tfie commission to be outmoded, not effICacious. outside a 
practice parameter or not sufficiently cost-effective pursuant to subdivision ( C) of 
Section 2181. 
(b) Implants, except pacemakers, intraocular lenses, screws, nuts. bolts, bands. 
nails, plates, and pins used for the fixation of fractures or osteotomies and 
artificial knees and hips. 
(c) Eyeglasses, contact lenses (except lenses for keratoconus, or follOWing 
cataract surgery, or corneal transplantation), radial or hexagonal keratotomy, 
routine eye examinations, including eye refractiOns, except provided as part of a 
routine examination under "prelJentive care, " hearing aids, orthopedic shoes, 
orthodontic applillnces, and routine foot core. 
(d) Prescription and nonpresC1'!ption drugs. except those provided as an 
inpatient hospital benefit and as specified in subdivision (kl of Section 2130. Any 
exclusion of drugs and medicines also excludes their administration. 
(e) Treatment of chemical dependency, except for acute inpatient 
detoxif'lCOtion. 
fd Obesity treatment or weight loss programs. g) Health care services received from or paid for by the Veterans' 
A ministration,. benefits paid under any workers' compensation or any 
employers' liability law or federal law for injury or illness, or any accident 
insurance. 
(h) Conditlom resulting from acts of war whether declared or not. 
(i) Any service or supply not specificoiiy listed as a covered servrce or supply. 
2132. Notwithstanding Sections 2130 and 2131, health plans pro!!iding the 
minimum requirements for bene{its mandated for federally qualified health 
maintenance organizations established by Title XIII of the United States Public 
Health Serdce Act (42 U.S.C Sec. J(X)e and following) or for health core SeTIJice 
plans by the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act of 1975 (Chapter:2.2 
(commencing with Section 1340/ of Division 2 of the Health and Safety Code) 
which provide at least the basic health care coverage specified in Section 2130 
shall be deemed to constitute basic health care cooerage as long as they otherwise 
com pi" with the requirements of this article. 
2133. (a i Basic health care coverage rna" include provisions for cost sharing 
which is the same as or actuarially eqUIvalent to all of the following: 
(I) The employee's total annual out of pocket expenses for copayments and 
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deductibles shall not exceed one-quarter of the annual premium for the employee 
and the employee s dependents. if any. 
(2) Deductibles shall not exceed two hundred fifty dollars ($250) annually for 
an individual or five hundred dollars ($500) annually for a family, adjusted 
annually by a percentage equal to the percentage change, if any, in the federal 
minimum wage commencing January I, 1994. 
(3) No copayment shall exceed 20 percent of the charge of a covered service. 
Ib) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), basiC health core coverage may pro!!ide 
for a deductible for prescription drugs provided on an outpatient basis of up to 
tu'O hundred dollars 1$2(X)) annually for an individual or four hundred dollars 
(S4fXJ) for a family, adjusted annually by a percentage equal to the percentage 
change, if any, in the federal minimum wage commencing January I, 1994. 
2134. Basic health core coverage may exclude, or provide for a copayment in 
excess of that set forth in Section 2133 for, any item or services that an individual 
obtains without complying with any reasonable procedures established by the 
carrier and approved by the carrier's licensing agency or authorized by the 
commission to ensure the efficient and appropriate utilization of nonemergency 
covered services, or to encourage or require the use of providers contracting with 
the carrier for nonemergency services. 
2135. Basic health core coverage shall not include a lifetime policy limit of 
less than five hundred thousand dollars ($500,()()()) per enrollee, and shall not 
include an annual policy limit of less than the lifetime limit. 
2136. Basic health core coverage shall be administered in complillnce with the 
follOwing minimum requirements: 
(a) No contract for, or advertising of. basic health care coverage shall 
misrepresent the terms of any contract for basic health care coverage. 
(b) Claims shall be submitted on the uniform claim form or the uniform 
copitated health core encounter form approved by the commission. 
Article 5. Health Insurers 
2140. All health insurers shail offer to all employers with lfXJ employees or 
less within the service area of the liealth insurer a basic health care coverage 
option. Health insurers sha1J charge a single community rate in the same 
geographic region for basic health core coverage, exC87't that the premium rate 
offered to any employer with IfXJ employees or less shall not exceed that insurer's 
community rate for basic health care coverage in that geographic regilln by more 
than 30 percent. Geographic underwriting standards shall be-iimited to six 
California regions as determined by the commission, reflecting geographic 
variations in practice costs. Health insurers may enter into subcontracts with 
other entities in carrying out the requirements of this section. 
2141. Notwithstanding Section 2140, where it maintains a network, a health 
insurer may cease to offer coverage to employers not already contracting with it 
where the health insurer reasonably anticipates that it will not have the copacity 
within its network of associated health pTOL'iders to deliver services at.Iequately to 
additional enrollees because of its obligations to existing group contract hoJders 
and enrollees. A health insurer which ceases to offer coverage pursuant to this 
section, may not enroll new groups of employers unless it resumes offering 
cooerage pursuant to Section 2140. Any health insurer which is offering health 
care coverage shail accept every employer with IfXJ employees or /iSs that requests 
a rate quote and accepts the rate quote received, provided the employer complies 
u'ith the requirements of the group contract or policy. 
2142. Carriers shall not exclude or otheru:ise limit any individual from group 
coverage under any plan of basic health care coverage on the basis that the 
individual has, or at any time has had, any disease, disorder, or condition. 
2143. CoverfUle accepted by employers shall be renewable with respect to all 
eligible employees or dependents at the option of the policy-holder or contract 
holder except as follows: 
(aJ For nonpayment of the required premiums by the policy-halder or contract 
holder. 
l b) For fraud or misrepresentation of the policy-holder or contract holder. 
iCI For material noncomplillnce with plan provisions. 
2144. Carriers shall enrol~ not later than the first day of the colent:lar month 
following 30 days from the termination date of coverage, any individual who 
would otherwise be covered by a group coverage and whose duplicate coverage is 
terminated as set forth in subdivision (e) of Section 2126. 
2145. To the extent they are offering to provide or are providing basic health 
care coverage, carriers shall be exempt from any law mandating benefits or 
mandating the offering of benefits except as speciflCOlly provided in this article. 
2146. A corrier may offer and provide health core coverage which exceeds the 
requirements establisliedlor basic health care coverage through a supplemental 
p()licy. Sections 2140 to 2144, inclusive, shail apply to the basic health care 
coverage portion of that coverage, but shail not apply to the supplemental policy 
providing coverage which exceeds that required for basic health core coverage. 
2147. Carriers which provide basic health core coverage shall make available 
catastrophic health core coverage to retired emplayees not eligible for Medicore at 
rates based on sound actuarial princip/es, provided, however that a corrier which 
is a federally qualified health maintenance organization may meet this 
requirement by offering basic health core coverage. 
2148. Any corrier that violates any provision of this chapter shail be deemed 
to haoe committed a !!iolation of its enabling or licensing statutes. subjecting it to 
all enforcement actions available to the Insurance Commissioner or 
Commissioner of Corporations. as applicable. Carriers not subject to the 
junsdiction of the Insurance Commissioner or the Commissioner of Corporations, 
shall be subject to ail the enforcement powers of the. commission. 
::149. Carriers may combine to establish and participate in a reinsurance 
program. subject to the requirements established by the commission. Carriers 
participating in a reinsurance program shall comply with Sections 2140 to 2144. 
inciusiL·e. but may cede that portion of the risk agreed to by the reinsurance 
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entity to the reinsurance entit1l. The reinsurance entztu shall provide (or t!lf 
proper funding of the program. inciuding actuanall1l sound reseroes for'unpald 
losses. by charging the member carriers a reinsurance contribution and. as 
necessary. by assessing and collecting from the member camer.f in proportion to 
their participation in the program. Any unsatisfied net liabilif!J or outstandln[! 
assessment owed by an insolvent camer participating in the remsurance program 
shall be assumed by and apportioned among the remaining earners in the 
reinsurance program in the same manner in which assessments are levied by thc 
reinsurance entity. The reinsurance entity shall have all rights allowed by law on 
behalf of the mTlQining carrien in the reinsurance program against the insolvent 
carrier for sums due the program. 
2150. The provisions of this article sholl be binding on carriers onlV with 
respect to basic health care coverage offered or provided to employers as de/med 
in Section 2110. 
Article 6. Health Care for Every Californian 
2160. No later than january 1, 1996. the commission sholl file a comprehensiu 
report with the Legislature, including a specific legislative proposal for 
establishing a pooling mechanism to provide basic health care coverage for evero 
employee in the state and their dependents. including those persons u:ho work 
less than 17.5 hours per week or 70 hours per month. or 60 days or less in an1l 
calendar year. and those persons who work for employen that employ fewer than 
5 employees. to take effect if enacted no later than january 1. 1997. 
2161. No later than january 1. 1997, the commission shall file a comprehensit;e 
report with the Legislature, including a specific legislative proposal for 
establishing a mechanism to provide basic health care coverage for nery 
Californian not otherwise covered by a private health plan, Medicare or 
Medi-Ca~ to take effect if enacted no later than january 1. 1998. 
2162. The commission shall study the feasibility of extending basic health 
care coverage to every Californian eligible for Medi-Cal. The commission shall 
report its findings to the Legislature no later than january 1. 1995. 
Article 7. Health Care Caverage Commission 
2170. There is in state government the Health Care Coverage Commission. 
2171. The commission shall consist of 12 members appointed as follows: 
(a) Six members appointed by the Governor as follows: 
(1) One member who shall represent business. who shall be experienced in the 
administration oj. and knowledgeable about. employee health benefit plans. 
(2) One member who shail represent the general public. u'ho shall be a 
recipient of basic health care coverage. 
(3) One member who sholl represent prepaid health plans, who shall be 
experienced in the administration of, and knowledgeable about, prepaid health 
plans. 
(4) One member wha shall be licensed as a physician and surgeon pursuant to 
Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2(00) of Division 2 of the Business and 
Professions Code or the Osteopathic Initiative Act, who shalf spend no less than 
20 hours per week caring for patients with basic health care coverage. 
(5) One member who shall rept'f!Se1lt general acute care hospitals, who shall be 
actively involved in the administration of a general acute care hospital which 
treats patients with basic health care coverage. 
(6) One member who shall represent labor, who shall be knowledgeable about 
employee health benefit plans. 
(b) Three members appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly as follows: 
(I) One member who shall represent disability insurers, who shail be 
experienced in the administratian of, and knowledgeable about, the provision of 
basic health care coverage. 
(2) One member who shall rept'f!Se1lt general acute care hospitals, who shall be 
actively involved in the administration of a general acute care hospital which 
treats patients with basic health care coverage. 
(3) One member who sholl represent the general public, who shail be a 
recipient of basic health care coverage. 
(c) Three members appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules as follows: 
(J) One member rept'f!Se1lting labor organizations, who shail be experienced in 
the administratian of, and knowledgeable about, health plans. 
(2) One member who shall be licensed as a physician and surgeon pursuant to 
Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 20(0) of Division 2 of the Business and 
Professions Code or the Osteopathic Initiative Act, who shal! spend no less than 
20 hours per week caring for patients with basic health care coverage. 
(3) One member who shal/ rept'f!Se1lt business, who shall be experienced in the 
administration of, and knowledgeable about, employee health benefit plans. 
2172. The members of the commission shall serve for staggered six-year terms. 
The initial appointments ta the commission shall be for the fol/owing terms: 
(a) The Governor shall appoint two members for two-year terms, two members 
for arouT-year term, and two members for six-year terms. 
(b The Speaker of the Assembly sha// appoint one member for a two-year 
term, one member for a four-year term, and one member for a sir-year term. 
(c) The Senate Committee on Rules sha// appoint one member for a two-year 
term, one member for a four-year term, and one member for a six-year term. 
(d) The term for each o/the initial appointments to the commission will 
commence on january 1, 1993. 
2173. A member whose term has expired shall continue to serve until his or 
her successor is appointed and qualified. 
2li4. Appointments to fill vacancies on the commission shall be for the 
unexpired term. 
2175. The Legislature sha// determine the compensation to be paid members 
of the commission. In addition, each member sha// be entitled to receive actual 
expenses incurred in the discharge of his or her duties. including actual and 
necessary travel expenses. 
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::176. The members of the commission shall select two of its members to be 
chaIrperson and VIce chairperson. 
::1';-; Set'en members of the commission shall constitute a quorum for the 
transactIOn of an1l busmess. for the performance of any duty, or for the exerCISe 
of an1l power of the commissIOn. 
21';8 The commission shail appoint an erecutive officer who shall be exempt 
from CIvil servIce pursuant to subdiviSIOn (el of Section 4 of Article HI of the 
California Constitution. The executive officer sholl seroe at the pleasure of the 
commISsIOn. 
2179. The executive officer shall perform and discharge under the direction 
and control of the commission. the powers, duties. purposes. functions and 
jurisdiction delegated to him or her by the commission. 
2180. The commission shall do ail of the following: 
(a I File a comprehensive report with tile Legislature. including a specific 
legislative proposal for establishing a mechanism to provide slidingscale 
subsidies for low income employees and their dependents. The commission shall 
identify savings to existing progroms. including but not limited to Medi-Ca£ that 
/.L'OutJ. Occrue as a result of full implementation of this act. The commission, after 
identification of these savings. shall submit to tile Governor and the Legislature 
recommendations for utilization of these savings to offset the cost of health care 
coverage to loU' income employees and small employers. 
(bl Establish such requirements the commission determines to be reasonably 
necessary to maximize the access to necessary health care for those carriers not 
regulated by the Department of Insurance or the Deportment of Corporations. 
(c I Develop and maintain a method of responding to employers' inquiries 
relating to general health care coverage options, and provide comparative 
information on the costs. benefits. and services of all health plans providing basic 
health care coverage and those supplemental palicies of which the commission IS 
aware. 
(d) Coliect from carriers and refer to the Medical Policy, Cost Containment 
and Technology Panels data on the utilization of health care services. The 
commission shall require reporting only as necessary to accomplish its purposes 
with respect to cost-containment, access. quality, and control of expensive 
technology, and shall establish reporting mechanisms desi,(ned to minimize the 
administrative burden and cost of health care providers and carrien. Information 
which indiVidually identifies patients, health care providers. or carriers shall be 
kept confidential except as provided in subdivision (d) of Section 2187. 
lei Monitor the access that California residents have to necessary health care 
sen' ices. determine the ertent of any unmet needs for these sen'lces or lack of 
access or quality that may exist from time to time, and make an annual report io 
the Governor and the Legislature. including recommendations it deems 
appropriate to maximize the avoilability of quality health care. The report shall 
include the major causes of health care cost escalation, including at least the 
foliou-'ing: insurance administration, cost shifting by government, increased 
utilization. increased technology, the tort system, the aging populatian, biological 
epidemics, including, but not limited to. AIDS, drug abuse, and tobacco use, and 
other increases in practice costs. The report shall include a recommendation on 
the scope of basic health care benefits. Any recommendatians for on increase in 
~ts sJiali include an explanotion of the projected annual financial effect of 
the amendment expressed both in the aggregate and the amount of increase in the 
average premium and cost-sharing expense the average employer and employee 
would bear. The report sha// also include recommendatians it deems appropriate 
to contain health core costs, and, if the rate of premium increases has not 
stabilized by the time Article 3 (commencing with Section 2120) has been 
implemented, a recommendation on the feasibility and advisability of capping 
future premium increases. 
(j) Monitor the compliance with this chapter, and report annually to the 
Legislature its findings and recommendatians, including such specifIC legislative 
proposals for penalties or other enforcement mechanisms as it finds are 
warranted. 
(g) Develop a uniform claim form for use by all carriers providing basic 
health care coverage on a fee-jor-service basis and a uniform capitated health 
care encounter form for all carriers providing basic hea7th care coverage on a 
capitated basis. These forms sha// be as similar as possible, and sha// include a// 
of the information required to be reported pursuant to subdivision (0) of Section 
2181. 
(h) Provide adequate funding and administrative support for the Medical 
Policy PaneL Cost Containment Pane~ and Technalogy PaneL 
(i) Exercise 01/ powers reasonably necessary to corry out the powers and 
responsibilities granted or imposed upon it under this chapter. 
2181. The commission shail adopt pursuant to the Administrative Procedures 
Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Port 1 of Division 3 of Title 
2 of the Government Code), a// necessary rules ami regulations to carry out this 
chapter including, but not limited to, the fol/awing: 
(a) Establishing requirements for reporting by carriers of data on the 
utilization of health care services to the Office of Statewide Healtli Planning and 
Development. This data collection system shall meet the following criteria: 
(1) Protect the confidentiality of pemJnal and privote patient information. 
(2) Preserve incentives for pliysicians to make diagnostiC and treatment 
decisions based on medical necessity rather than cost alone. 
(3) Avoid duplication of costs by requiring carriers rather than health care 
providers to submit data. 
(4) Adopt safeguards to ensure that the data coi/ected is interpreted by 
experienced, practicing physicians and surgeans licensed to practice medicine in 
Colifornia. 
(5) Ensure that the data collected are valid, useful, and appropriate for 
comparison. 
(6) Afford ail interested professional medical and hospital associations a 
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minimum of JO citJys to comment before any data is released to the public. 
(i! Ensure that data collection requirements are adequate but not onerous. cost 
effective. and related to a valid and achievable purpose. 
i b) Establishing procedures for appealing to the Cost Containment Panel 
disputes over excessive charges for health care services. as recommended by the 
Cost Containment Panel. These procedures shall encourage the resolution of these 
disputes by nonprofit medical and other professional societies which are exempt 
from taxes pursuant to Section 23701 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and are 
comprised of at least 25 percent of the eligible licentiates in the geographic area 
served by the society. 
IC) Determininf? and adjudicating disputes concerning whether a health care 
procedure. sert)ia, drug, or device is experimenta~ investigational, outmoded. not 
efficaciOUS. outside a practia parameter approved pursuant to subdivision (e I or 
otherwise not suffiCiently cost-effective to be included in basic health care 
cOL'erage as recommended by the Medical Policy Panel. 
(d) Establishing the indications for prescription drugs which, although not 
approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration. are included in basic 
health care coverage as recommended by the Medical Policy Panel. 
(e) Adoption of the practice parameters which may be used by carriers 
providing basic health care coverage to deny payment as recommended by ·the 
Medical Policy Panel. Beneficiaries may not be required to pay for services denied 
pursuant to this subdivision. 
(f; Determining when the referral by health care providers to facilities in 
which theq have an ownership interest is permitted and when such selfreferrol is 
prohibited. 
2182. The commission shall hire staff and may contract with any public 
agency, including any agency of the state government or with any private person. 
as necessary to carry out its duties. 
2183. (a) The commwion shall make available to employers with 25 
employees or less a minimum of six regional sma" employer health benefits 
purchasing pools. The commission shall contract with a minimum of six private 
not1or-profit coroorations to administer these pools. The contractors shall not be 
carriers and shall have experience in the administration of health benefits 
programs or shall have the present or reasonably anticipated capability to 
administer the pool in a geographic area. 
r b) Each contractor shall contract with a minimum of three carriers to make 
available basic health care coverage to all employers in the pool on terms 
consistent with Article 4 (commencing with Section 2130) and Article .j 
(commencing with Section 21401. 
(c) The commission shall adopt pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act 
(Chapter3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of 
the Government Code!, all rules and regulations necessary to implementation of 
the small employer health benefits purchasing pools, including, but not limited 
to. the following: 
( I) Marketing and recruitment of potential employers. 
(2) Determining eligibility for pool participation. 
(3) Data collection, analysis and reporting. 
(4) Financial solvency of participatiT115 carriers. 
(5) Methods of collecting premiums and available subsidies. 
Id! Employers that participate in a pool .rha" purchase basic health care 
coveralSe for each of their employees and their dependents who have not waived 
coverage pursuant to Section 2126. 
(el Costs for the administration of the purchasing pools may be borne by the 
carriers which make available basic health care coverage to employers in the pool. 
Article 8. Medical Policy Panel 
2185. Upon the naminatian.of the commission. the Governor shall appoint a 
:lledical Policy Panel which shaO be composed of seven physicians and surgeons 
licensed under Chapter.5 (commencing with Section 2(00) of Division 2 of the 
Business and Professions Code or the Osteopathic Initiative Act and in the active 
practice of medicine. and one member representing each of the follOWing: 
hospitals. nursing, labor. business and carriers providinll basic health care 
coverage. The physician panel members shall be nominated by the commission 
after it has consulted with the statewide and local associations of the medical 
profession. The person representing hospitals shaii be nominated by the 
commission after consulting with the statewide association of hospitals. The 
person representing nursing shall be nominated by the commission after 
consultation with the statewide association of nursing. No physician member of 
the panel shall practice in the same medical specialty as any other physician 
member nor conduct his or her primary practice in the same county as any other 
physician member. At least two members of the panel shall have experience in the 
administration of utilization review systems. 
2186. Members of the panel shall serve for a term offour years, except that 
members first appointed shall serve for staggered terms. as designated by the 
Governor. A member whose term has expired shall continue to serve until his or 
her successor is appointed and qualified. Appointments to fill vacancies shall be 
for the unexpired term. Members of the panel shall receive one hundred dollars 
(SI00) for each day while on official business of the panel. In addition. each 
member shaJl be entitled to receive actual expenses incurred in the discharge of 
his or her duties. inc/udiT115 actual and necessary travel expenses. 
2187. The Medical Policy Panel shall have the authority to do all of the 
followinf?: 
(a) Recommend to the commission those health care procedures. services. 
drul(s or devices which are experimental. investigational. outmoded. not 
efficacious. or f}therwise not suffiCiently cost-effective to be included in basic 
health care coveral(e. In makinl( these determinations. the panel fhall consider 
the opinions oj'the state and national medical and mecialty orllanizations. the 
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Vational Institutes of Health. the Allency for Health Care Policy and Research. 
and f}ther interested parties. 
I b J Recommend to the commission those indications for prescription drugs 
u-·hich. although not approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration. are 
wfficiently efficaCiOUS and cost-effective to be included in basic health care 
coverage. 
I C) A nalyze the utilization data collected by the commission for patterns of 
practice and report annually to the commission its recommendations for 
improving the quality and availability of care. 
id! Contract with nonprofit professional medical. osteopathic. podiatriC. 
hospita~ and health facility societies exempt from taxes pursuant to Section 23iOl 
of the Revenue and Taxation Code for peer review to evaluate aberrant patterns 
of practiCJ! of providers discovered in the course of the panel's duties set forth in 
subdivision Ic) or brought to the attention of the commission by carriers. These 
contracts shall allow for the reimbursement by the commission or the parties 
seeking the review of the costs of slJch review. but shall provide no profit to the 
professional association. Results of the review shall be used solely for peer 
education of the health care proVider or education of the carrier as indicated. If 
the panel determines that educational efforts have failed. the panel shall refer 
the matter to the appropriate licensing agency. The records and proceedinf?s of 
the panel and the contracting organizations shall be confidential unless and 
until a licensing agency takes formal action. 
r'e) Review the practice parameters develored by state and national medical 
and specialty organizations. the Nationa Institutes of Health. and other 
interested parties and recommend to the commission those practice parameters 
which may be authorized for use by carriers providing basic health care coverage 
to deny payment. 
If! Recommend to the commission the scope of basic health care benefits. Any 
recommendation for a change in the scope of benefits shall include an 
explanation of the health impact on enrollees. 
2188. The Medical Policy Panel may establish subcommittees of its members it 
deems necessary to assist the panel in the performance of its duties. and may 
delegate the performance of its peer review duty set forth in subdivision (d! of 
Section 2187 to any such subcommittee which has a minimum of two panel 
members. The panel may request the assistance of physician and surgeon 
members of a medical quality review committee estabfished pursuant to Article 13 
icommenciT115 with Section 2320) of Chapter.5 of Division 2 of the Business and 
Professions Code. as it deems necessary to assist the panel or its subcommittees in 
the performance of its duties. and each committee member who agrees to sen'e 
shall be subject to applicable laws. rules and regulations as if he or she u-'ere a 
member of the vanel. 
Article 9. Cost Containment Panel 
2190. Upon the nomination of the commission. the Governor shall appoint a 
Cost Containment Panel which shall be composed of one person representinll 
businesses with 50 or more employees. one person representing businesses with 
less than 50 employees, one person representing employee organizations. one 
person representing hospitals. one physician and surgeon liansed under Chapter 
5 (commencing with Section 2(00) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions 
Code or the Osteopathic Initiative Act, one person representin~ re~istered nurses. 
one person representing a health care service plan rellulated IInder the 
Knox-Keene Health Care Services Plan Act (Chapter 2.2 (commencing with 
Section 13401 of Division 2 of the Health and Safety Code), one person 
representing disability insurers proViding coverage of hospital. medical and 
surgical expenses. and one person representing consumers at large. The physician 
panel member shall be in the active practiCJ! of medicine and shall be nominated 
by the commission after consultation with the statewide association of the 
medical profession. The person representing hospitaLr shall be nominated oy the 
commission after consulting with the statewide association of hospitals. The 
perso,! representing nursing shall be nominated by the commission after 
consultation with the statewide association of nursing. 
2191. Members of the panel shall serve for a term of four years, except that 
members first appointed shall serve for staggered terms, as designated by the 
Governor. A member whose term has expired shall continue to sen'e until his or 
her successor is appointed and qualified. Appointments to fill ~'acancies shall be 
for the unexpired term. Members oj the panel shall receit'e one hundred dollars 
ISIOOI for each day while on official business of the panei. In addition. each 
member shall be entitled to reaive actual expenses incurred in the discharge of 
his or her duties. including actual and necessary travel expenses. 
2192. The Cost Containment Panel shall have the authority to do all of the 
following: 
(a I Act as an appellate body for any benej'lCiary, physician. other health care 
proL'ider or carrier who UJlShes to dispute whether a charge for health care services 
is exCJ!Ssive. In determining whether a charge is excessive. the panel shall consider 
the fees charged by other providers in the area for the same pTOCJ!dure. practice 
costs. and the Harvard Resource Based Relative Value Scale approt'ed by the 
Physician Payment ReL'iew Commission. A panel member who will gain a direct 
financial benefit fram the outcome of the dispute may not participate in. hear. 
comment, or adlOise other members upon, or decide any appeal under this 
rubdivision. 
(bl Analyze the utilization data collected by the commission for vatterns of 
practice and reTJort annually to the commission Its recommendations for 
improving the quality and availability of care. . 
'Cl Report to the commission on the major causes of health care cost 
escalation. including, but not limited to. insurance administration. cost shifting 
by s;ot'ernment. increased utilization. increased technolollY, the tort system. the 
a~inlllJl)TJulation. biolollical epidemics, includinll. but not limited to. :lIDS. droll 
ab,~re. and tobacco lise. and nthe' mcreases -71 prt1ctice ~'(lftr. . 
(d I Recommend ((> the commission the scope of basic health care benefits. A nu 
recommendatIOns for an Increllse in benefits shall include an erpianatron of thr 
prrJ}ected annuai frnanclOi eifect of {he amendment expressed both i1; thr 
a{!'flreflate and the amount of increase In the averafle premium and cost-shartnl! 
expense the avera{!e empioYlrr and employee would"bear. -
(e) Recommend to the commission specific cost containment prot'lSlOns u;fllch 
should be considered br! the Legislature. " 
Article 10. Technology Panel 
2195. Upon nomination of the commission, the Governor sha" appornt a 
Technology Panel whICh shall be composed of one member representing each oi 
the fol/owinl[; carriers, medical resellrchers, physicians. hospitals, consumers. and 
business. The phuS/cian panel member shall be licensed under Chapter 5 
(commencing with Section 2(00) of Division 2 of the Business and ProfeSSIOns 
Code or the Osteopathic Initiative Act and shaU be nominated by the commISsion 
after it has consulted with the statewide and local associations of the medical 
profession. The person representing hospitals shall be nominated by the 
commission after consulting with the statewide association of hospitals. 
2196. Members of the panel shall serve for a term of four years, except that 
members first appointed shall serve for stal[gered terms. as designated bu the 
Governor. A member u-'hose term has erpired shall continue to serve until his or 
her successor is apPOinted and qualified. Appointments to fill oocancies shall be 
for the unexpired term. Members 0/ the ponel shall receive one hundred doliars 
($100) for each day while on official business of the panel. In addition. each 
member shall be entitled to receive actual erpenses incurred in the discharge of 
his or her duties. including actual and necessary travel erpenses. 
2197. The Technology Panel shall have authOrity to do all of the foUowing: 
(al Monitor the development of new heafth care technology and conduct 
cost/benefit analyses specific to California's population and health care 
financing mechanrsms while this technology is stiU in its erperimental phases. 
(b) Publish recommendations concerning rational dispersion of technology, 
taking into consideration the beneficial effects of comTJ(!tition. 
(c) Publish recommendations concerninl[ the circumstances under which neu-' 
health care technology should be available and rates which will promote 
appropriate use of neu-' technology. 
Article 11. Voluntary Employer Participotion 
2210. The commission shall determine the percentage of employers in 
California that voluntarily extend coverage equal to or gTelJter than that provided 
for in this chapter, and if the commission determines that at least ninety percent 
(90%) of the emplouers "have voluntarily ertended this coverage prior to the date 
the employers woufd be responsible to provide this coverage, this chapter shall 
become inoperative u-'ith respect to employers, so long as voluntary participation 
remains at that level. 
Article 12. Amendments 
2215. The provisions of Article 4 (com;'encing with Section 2130) of this 
chapter may be amended by a statute passed by a vote of fourfifths of the 
membership of eIlch house of the Legisiature in furtherance of its purposes. The 
other provisions of this chapter, except for this section, may be amended by a 
statute passed by a vote of two-thirds of the membership of each house of the 
Legislature in furtherance of its purposes. 
Section 5. Section 3700 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
3700. Every employer except the state shall secure the payment of 
compensation in one or more of the follOwing ways: 
(a) By being insured against liability to pay compensation in one or more 
insurers duly authorized to write compensation insurance in this state. 
(b) By securing from the Director of Industrial Relations a certificate of 
consent to self-insure, which may be given upon furnishing proof satisfactory to 
the Director of Industrial Relations of ability to self-insure and to pay any 
compensation that may become due to his employees. 
(c) For any county, city, city and county, municipal corporation, public 
district, public agency, or any political subdivision of the state, including each 
member of a pooling arrangement under a joint exercise of powers agreement 
,but not the state itself:. b\' securing from the Director of Industrial Relations a 
certificate of consent to seif-insure against workers' compensation claims. which 
certificate rna,' be given upon furnishing proof satisfactory to the director of 
ability to administer workers' compensation claims properly, and to pay workers' 
compensation claims that rna\' become due to its employees. On or before March 
31. 1979, a political subdivision of the state which, on December 31, 1978, was 
uninsured for its liability to pay compensation. shall file a properly completed and 
executed application for a certificate of consent to self-insure against workers' 
compensation claims. The certificate shall be issued and be subject to the 
provisiOns of Section 3702. 
(d) A'ny employer, or association of employers, in complying with this 
chapter. may arrange to provide health care coverage and the obligation to 
prot'ide hellith benefits in workers' compensation coverage in the same contract or 
policy. A ny carrier may provide that consolidated coverage. This subdir;ision 
shall not be administered o~ interpreted to reduce benefits to in.iured employees. 
Section 6. Section 17053.21 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is added to 
read: 
17'053.21. An eligible employer. as defined in Section 17053.20, providing basic 
health care coverage pursuant to Chapter 0.5 (commencing with Section 21(0) of 
Part 9 of Division 2 of the Labor Code shall receive the credit allowed by Section 
17'053.20. 
Section i. Section 23615.1 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is added to 
read: 
23615.1. An eligible employer, as defined in Section 23615. providing basic 
helllth care coverage pursuant to Chapter 0.5 (commencing with Section 2](x)) of 
Part 9 of Division 2 of the Labor Code shall receive the creiiit allowed by Section 
23615. 
Section 8. (a) :'\otwithstanding any other provision of law, for the 1992-93 
fiscal year, the sum of one million. five hundred thousand dollars (SI,5OO,OOO) is 
appropriated from the Cigarette and Tobacco Products Surtax Fund for support 
of the Health Care Coverage Commission created by Section 2170 of the Labor 
Code according to the follOwing schedule: 
il) Five hundred thousand dollars (S500,000) from the Hospital Services 
Account. 
12) Five hundred thousand dollars (S500,000) from the Physician Services 
Account. 
,3) Fi\'e hundred thousand dollars ($500.000) from the Unallocated Account. 
(b) NOtwithstanding any other provision of law, for the 1993-94 fiscal year and 
each fiscal vear thereafter, the sum of three million dollars (S3,000,000) is 
appropriated from the Cigarette and Tobacco Products Surtax Fund for support 
of the Health Care Coverage Commission created by Section 2170 of the Labor 
Code according to the follOwing schedule: 
(I) One million dollars (81,000,000) from the Hospital Services Account. 
(2) One million dollars ($1,000,000) from the Physician Services Account. 
(3) One million dollars ($1,000,000) from the Unallocated Account. 
Section 9. The Legislature may amend Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 of this measure 
in accordance with Article IV of the California Constitution. 
Section 10. If any section, part, clause, or phrase of this measure is for any 
reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the invalid or junconstitutional 
provision shall be severed and the remaining provisions shall not be affected but 
shall remain in full force and effect. 
Section 11. This measure shall become effective on January 1, 1993, except 
that Section 2120 of the Labor Code shall not be operative until January 1, 1994 or 
90 days after the effective date of federal legislation which exempts Section 4 of 
this measure from preemption by the federal Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974, whichever occurs later. In the event the effective date of 
federal legislation which exempts Section 4 of this measure from preemption by 
the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 occurs after 
October 3, 1993, then all the dates in Section 4 of this measure are extended for a 
period of time equal to the number of days between October 3, 1993 and the 
effective date of this federal legislation. 
Proposition 167: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure amends, repeals, and adds sections to the Revenue and 
Taxation Code; therefore, existing provisions proposed to be deleted are printed 
in Mftkeettt ~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic 
type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
SEC. 1. This Act shall be known and may be cited as "The Economic 
Recoverv Tax Relief Act of 1992." 
SEC. '2. The people of the State of California hereby find and declare as 
follows: 
(a) The "trickle down" tax policies of the 1980s have failed and must be 
abandoned. 
Tax breaks for corporations and the wealthy have made the rich richer while 
leveraged buyouts, junk bonds, excessive executive pay and deregulation of 
savings and loans have destroyed jobs and threatened the economic security of 
millions of Californians. 
(b) The Governor has increased taxes on millions of hard-working Californians 
instead of eliminating tax breaks benefitting wealthv individuals and corporations. 
The Governor proposed and signed into law billions of dollars worth of new 
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taxes aimed at ordinary Californians, including new taxes on snacks, candy, 
bottled water and newspapers, a substantial sales tax increase, and an income tax 
increase on renters, while expanding corporate tax loopholes worth more than 
$2,000,000,000 (82 billion) over the next six years. 
(c) The Governor has increased taxes on ordinary Californians at a time when 
the very richest Californians are prospering at the expense of everyone else. 
The earnings of executives has increased to 160 times the average worker, a far 
greater proportion than virtually anywhere else in the world. 
During the last decade, the richest 1 % of Californians saw their after-tax 
incomes increase by more than 75% while the average income of the bottom 80% 
of Californians was unchanged. The top 10% of all Californians now control 40% 
of our state's total after-tax income. 
(d) Since 1973 corporations and the wealthy have received tax reductions 
amounting to billions of dollars each year. 
Corporations and the wealthy have received nearly two-thirds (%rds) of the 
tax savings from Proposition 13, amounting to more than 860,000,000,000 
($60 billion) in the last twelve years. 
In addition, corporations and the wealthy have received billions more in special 
tax breaks, including: 
(1) A massive loophole in implementing Proposition 13 that gives special 
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